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Abstract—Phenoptosis is a phenomenon that is genetically programmed and favored by natural selection, and that deter
mines death or increased risk of death (fitness reduction) for the individual that manifests it. Aging, here defined as age
related progressive mortality increase in the wild, if programmed and favored by natural selection, falls within the definition
of phenoptosis. Sexual reproduction (sex), as for the involved individuals determines fitness reduction and, in some species,
even certain death, also falls within the definition of phenoptosis. In this review, sex and aging are analyzed as phenoptotic
phenomena, and the similarities between them are investigated. In particular, from a theoretical standpoint, the genes that
cause and regulate these phenomena: (i) require analyses that consider both individual and supraindividual selection
because they are harmful in terms of individual selection, but advantageous (that is, favored by natural selection) in partic
ular conditions of supraindividual selection; (ii) determine a higher velocity of and greater opportunities for evolution and,
therefore, greater evolutionary potential (evolvability); (iii) are advantageous under ecological conditions of Kselection and
with finite populations; (iv) are disadvantageous (that is, not favored by natural selection) under ecological conditions of
rselection and with unlimited populations; (v) are not advantageous in all ecological conditions and, so, species that repro
duce asexually or species that do not age are predicted and exist.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297917120045
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For many years, the justifications in evolutionary
terms of sex and aging (that is, of the genes that cause and
regulate these phenomena) have been subjects of much
debate. A complete analysis and discussion of the theories
about the evolutionary causes of each of the two phenom
ena is beyond the scope of this review.
Instead:
– regarding sex, the attention is focused mainly on a
model based on the old hypothesis that its evolutionary
advantage derives from the recombination of the parents’
genes in their offspring. However, sex cannot be advanta
geous (that is, favored by natural selection) in condition of
rselection [1] and in numerically unlimited populations;
– regarding aging, the analysis is focused on the
hypothesis that aging is advantageous because it brings
about a quicker generational turnover, which leads to a
greater speed of evolution. However, aging may only be
favored, by supraindividual selection, under ecological
conditions of Kselection [1] and in species that are
divided into small demes.
Then, for both phenomena, the predictions of the
aforesaid hypotheses about their existence among the var
ious species, depending on ecological conditions, will be

expounded and briefly compared with the predictions of
other hypotheses.
Finally, the nature of sex and aging as phenoptotic
phenomena and a general comparison between the two
phenomena will be outlined.

SEX
The advantage of sex. The evolutionary justification
of gene recombination between two individuals (defined
as “mixis” or “amphimixis”, or commonly as “sex”), is a
muchdebated topic [216].
The “classic” hypothesis, also known as the Fisher–
Muller hypothesis or, by using Bell’s old eponym, “The
Vicar of Bray” [5], maintains that sex is evolutionarily
advantageous because it allows for a continuous
rearrangement of genes in any offspring (Fig. 1). This
thesis was first expressed by Weismann [17] and by
Guenther [18]. It was later described from a population
genetics perspective by Fisher [19] and Muller [20], and
afterwards, with greater mathematical detail, by Muller
[21, 22] and Crow and Kimura [23].
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Fig. 1. In the “classic” hypothesis, sex would be advantageous from an evolutionary perspective because it allows for the continuous rearrange
ment of genes and, therefore, the attainment of the best combinations in a shorter period of time earlier compared to asexual reproduction
(redrawn from [23]).

Maynard Smith [4, 24] criticized the “classic” hypoth
esis with the following simple but effective argument.
If, in an infinite population of a haploid species,
there are two genes (a, b), with alleles (A, B) that have an
advantage (sA, sB) over a and b, respectively, the combina
tion frequencies in the next generation will be:

k = interaction between the fitnesses (epistasis); Pn,xy =
frequency of xy combination at generation n; and T = the
sum of the numerators.
If there is no linkage disequilibrium (D) at genera
tion n, that is, if:
D = Pn,ab Pn,AB – Pn,Ab Pn,aB = 0

(3)

Pn+1,ab = Pn,ab/T
Pn+1,Ab = Pn,Ab (1 + sA)/T

with no epistasis (k = 1), then the group of formulas above
(1) determines that in the next generation it will always be:

Pn+1,aB = Pn,aB (1 + sB)/T

D = Pn+1,ab Pn+1,AB – Pn+1,Ab Pn+1,aB = 0

Pn+1,AB = Pn,AB (1 + sAB)/T,

(1)

where
sAB (advantage of AB over ab) =
= [(1 + sA)(1 + sB) – 1] k,

(2)

(4)

with or without recombination, which can only halve
linkage disequilibrium at each generation [4]. Therefore,
with these conditions, sex cannot be advantageous.
With negative linkage disequilibrium (D < 0) sex
would be advantageous, with positive linkage disequilibri
um sex would be disadvantageous [4].
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If there is positive epistasis (k > 1), sex is disadvanta
geous because it breaks the more advantageous combina
tion (AB); the contrary happens if there is negative epista
sis (k < 1). However, there is no justification to assume
that, in the real world, epistasis should be in general pos
itive and, therefore, sex advantageous [4].
Maynard Smith tried to overcome his argument by
observing that it was valid for infinite populations, but
that linkage disequilibria should arise by chance in finite
populations [4], and so, in conditions of negative linkage
disequilibrium, sex would be advantageous, as previously
observed by Felsenstein [25].
Many scholars did not accept the counterarguments
of Maynard Smith [3, 26] and the doubts about the valid
ity of the “classic” explanation of sex, defined here as the
“S1” hypothesis, caused alternative hypotheses to flour
ish. For example, to use the eponyms of Bell [5]:
S2) Muller’s ratchet hypothesis [12, 22, 25, 2731].
For this theory, sex facilitates the elimination of unfavor
able mutations. Without mixis, damaging mutations
would continually accumulate in a population, causing a
decline of its mean fitness [28];
S3) BestMan hypothesis [3235]. Recombination may
produce individuals with extraordinarily high fitness. If
these individuals have an appreciable chance of surviving
in conditions where all the others die, then they will have a
greater proportion of progeny in the next generation;
S4) Hitchhiker hypothesis [25, 36]. Stochastically gen
erated linkage disequilibria increase the variance of fitness
for any singlelocus genotype and, therefore, slow the fixa
tion of a favorable allele. An allele that increases the rate of
recombination reduces the linkage disequilibria and accel
erates the fixation of favorable alleles. Thus, for the effects
of selection, it is hitchhiked by these favorable alleles;
S5) TangledBank hypothesis [2, 6, 3740]. Sex diver
sifies progeny, and its advantage is greater in conditions of
environmental spatial heterogeneity, that is, if there are
various “ecological niches in the same small geographical
area – in an environment which does not change in time”
[5];
S6) Red Queen hypothesis [5, 6, 4155]. This popular
theory maintains that sex has evolved “in response to the
shifting adaptive landscape generated by the evolution of
interacting species” [50]; “The Red Queen Hypothesis …
suggests that the coevolutionary dynamics of hostpara
site systems can generate selection for increased host
recombination… A prerequisite for this mechanism is that
hostparasite interactions generate persistent oscillations
of linkage disequilibria…” [51];
S7) Historical hypothesis [3]. There is no evolutionary
cause for sex. Sexual or asexual condition of a species is
mainly determined by the sexuality or asexuality of the
ancestor species;
and, moreover, the hypotheses that:
S8) Sex is advantageous because it slows evolution and
excessive specialization [3, 56];
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017
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S9) Recombination eliminates the negative linkage dis
equilibria generated by synergistic epistasis [5760];
S10) More than one theory is necessary to explain the
existence of sex [61];
and other theories, which have been classified by
Kondrashov [62].
There are many wellknown criticisms of these
hypotheses [5]. Moreover, some attempts to explain the
advantage of sex in finite populations appear too complex
[6369], and the evolutionary advantage of sex should be
investigated without hypothesizing artful mechanisms.
However, it is possible to define a model that shows
sex – in terms of individual selection, as considered nec
essary by Felsenstein [25] – as both advantageous in
finite populations and not advantageous in infinite popu
lations. Such a model takes into account: (i) the impor
tant observation expressed by Felsenstein: “… those
authors who have allowed finitepopulation effects into
their models have been the ones who found an advantage
to having recombination, while those whose models were
completely deterministic found no consistent advan
tage…” [25]; and (ii) the suggestion that real populations
are subject to genetic drift and are spatially structured
[70].
The simulation model for infinite populations. Let us
consider a species that is: a) haploid; b) with an infinite
population; c) with half of the individuals at generation
zero having – in a specific locus – a gene R+ allowing
conjugation and free recombination with all other indi
viduals having R+, while the others have an allele R–
allowing conjugation and recombination only in a frac
tion (z) of individuals. If z > 0, the pool of recombinant
individuals is constituted of all R+ individuals plus a frac
tion z of R– individuals. However, if z = 0, as in most of
the following simulations, there is “no sharp distinction
between individual selection and group selection”, as
highlighted by Felsenstein and Yokoyama [71]. In any
case, the selection will be considered only in strict terms
of individual selection;
d) with R+ and R– individuals having the same eco
logical niche and being by no means distinguishable
except for the condition expressed above in (c);
e) with zero frequency of mutation rates for turning
R+ into R–, namely turning a sexual individual into an
asexual individual, or vice versa;
f) with the disadvantage for sexual individuals of
finding a mate and of coupling and with any other possi
ble disadvantage of sex, the socalled “cost of sex”
included, here not considered;
g) with new alleles (A, B, C, …) more advantageous
than those alleles that prevail in the species (a, b, c, …)
and, in the simulations, are supposed at generation zero
to have a frequency equal to 1;
h) with independent gene transmission of any allele,
that is, the recombination fraction is assumed to be equal
to 0.5;
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i) with the mutation rate, at each generation, of an
allele x into X equal to ux and the backmutation rate of X
into x equal to wx.
The question is whether sexual individuals have an
advantage over asexual individuals, or vice versa, that is,
whether there is a spreading or a decay of R+.
The model is restricted to the cases of:
(1) two genes (a, b) and their respective new alleles
(A, B) (“2G case”), with four possible combinations (ab,
Ab, aB, AB); and,
(2) three genes (a, b, c) and their respective new alle
les (A, B, C) (“3G case”), with eight possible combina
tions (abc, Abc, aBc, abC, ABc, aBC, AbC, ABC).
These restrictions are not a limitation because, if sex
proves to be advantageous with only two or three genes,
the greater fitness will be selfevident with more genes.
For the sake of simplicity, it is hypothesized that:
u = u a = u b = u c,

(5)

w = w a = w b = w c,

(6)

s = s A = s B = s C.

(7)

another and the probability of each transformation are
indicated in Fig. 2 and Tables 1 and 2.
The fitness for individuals with two advantageous
alleles (FXY; XY means AB, for the 2G case; AB or BC or
AC, for the 3G case) is:
FXY = 1 + k [(1 + s)2 – 1],

where k = 1, when there is no interaction, or epistasis,
between the genes.
In the case of three advantageous alleles:
FABC = 1 + k2 [(1 + s)3 – 1].

A

(9)

If we indicate the frequency of the combination xy in
R+ individuals at the nth generation with Pxy,n and in R–
individuals with Pxy’,n, the recombination for R+ individ
uals is simulated, in the 2G case, by calculating the fre
quencies of a, A, b, and B, over the total number of indi
viduals with R+ (PR+):
Pa,n = Pab,n + PaB,n,

With two and three genes, the possible cases of trans
formation by mutations from one combination into

(8)

(10)

and then by using the equations:

B

Fig. 2. Possible transformations of one combination into another in the 2G case (A) and in the 3G case (B).
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Table 1. Possible transformations of one combination into another and their probabilities in the 2G case
From

To

Probability

From

To

Probability

aB
Ab
ab
ab
ab

AB
AB
aB
Ab
AB

u
u
u–u2
u–u2
u2

aB
Ab
AB
AB
AB

ab
ab
aB
Ab
ab

W
W
w–w2
w–w2
w2

Table 2. Possible transformations of one combination into another and their probabilities in the 3G case
From

To

Probability

From

To

Probability

ABc
aBC
AbC
Abc
Abc
aBc
aBc
abC
abC
Abc
aBc
abC
abc
abc
abc
abc
abc
abc
abc

ABC
ABC
ABC
ABc
AbC
ABc
aBC
aBC
AbC
ABC
ABC
ABC
Abc
aBc
abC
ABc
aBC
AbC
ABC

u
u
u
u–u2
u–u2
u–u2
u–u2
u–u2
u–u2
u2
u2
u2
u–2 u2
u–2 u2
u–2 u2
u2–u3
u2–u3
u2–u3
u3

Abc
aBc
abC
ABc
ABc
aBC
aBC
AbC
AbC
ABc
aBC
AbC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

abc
abc
abc
Abc
aBc
aBc
abC
Abc
abC
abc
abc
abc
ABc
aBC
AbC
Abc
aBc
abC
abc

W
W
W
w–w2
w–w2
w–w2
w–w2
w–w2
w–w2
w2
w2
w2
w–2 w2
w–2 w2
w–2 w2
w2–w3
w2–w3
w2–w3
w3

Pab,n+1 = 1/2 Pab,n + 1/2

Pa,n Pb,n
PR+,n.
PR+,n PR+,n

(11)

Pa,n = Pabc,n + PaBc,n + PabC,n + PaBC,n;

(13)

and then by using the equations:
The first part of each Eq. (11) means that, when recom
bination occurs between individual I and another individual,
in half of the cases, the allele present in I does not change
(see condition “h” above). The second part means that, in
the remaining half of the cases, the allele present in I is sub
stituted by another allele from the other individual. The fre
quencies of the substituting alleles are given by the multipli
cation of the relative frequencies of each allele (Px,n/PR+,n),
with the result multiplied for the frequency of R+ (PR+,n).
On the contrary, for R– individuals and when z = 0
(see condition “c” above), there is no calculation:
Pab’,n+1 = Pab’,n.

(12)

For the 3G case, recombination for R+ individuals is
simulated by calculating the frequencies of a, A, b, B, c,
and C over the total number of individuals with R+:
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017

Pabc,n+1 = 1/2 Pabc,n + 1/2

Pa,n Pb,n Pc,n
P ; (14)
PR+,n PR+,n PR+,n R+,n

while for R– individuals:
Pabc’,n+1 = Pabc’,n.

(15)

The simulation model for finite populations. All of the
equations above are correct in the abstract case of an infi
nite population, but reallife populations are made up of
N individuals, with N being a finite integer number, and
are subject to random fluctuations for N and for each gene
combination present therein.
At each generation, an allele, x, may be transformed
into another allele, X, with a probability equal to the fre
quency of mutation ux. Therefore, depending on the value
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of ux, the frequencies of x and X at generation n (Px,n and
PX,n) are expected to pass to the frequencies Px,n+1 and
PX,n+1 in the next generation with a difference of Δx =
–ux Px,n and of ΔX = +ux PX,n, respectively.
More generally, because of mutations, advantages,
recombination, genetic drift, and other causes, the fre
quency of a combination xy is expected to pass from Pxy,n
to Pxy,n+1 in the next generation with a difference Δxy in
absolute value between Pxy,n to Pxy,n+1.
For real populations, Δxy values, multiplied by N,
must always be integer numbers.
In the simulation model, each of these integer num
bers is obtained using the “rbinom” function of the pack
age R of The R Foundation for Statistical Computing©
(http://www.rproject.org/), which generates random
deviate integers.
The function is used in the program to simulate the
variations in the frequencies due to: mutations (for exam
ple, a → A); backmutations (for example, A → a); advan
tages; recombination; genetic drift; the diffusion of com
binations among demes, when the population is not com
posed of a single deme (d = 1), but of several demes (d >
1), each composed of N individuals and with a mean inter
demic diffusion of genes at each generation equal to f.
At each generation, the function is used several times
(up to 13,000 times in 3G case and 100 demes).
Results for an infinite population. With no epistasis
(k = 1) and no linkage disequilibrium (D = 0), sex is neu
tral with any value of u, w or s (Fig. 3).
In Fig. 3, the value of R+ after 250 generations
(PR+,250) is 0.499997620408316 for the 2G case and
0.499998194700698 for the 3G case. The slight differ
ences between these values and 0.5 (the frequency of R+
at generation 0) are due to the little positive linkage dis
equilibria caused by mutations. The frequencies of both
R+ and R– at generation 0 (PR+,0; PR–,0) are 0.5 to give
to sex and asexual individuals the same starting condi
tions. With any other value as well (for example, PR+,0 =
0.6; PR–,0 = 1 – PR+,0 = 0.4), the model shows that in

A

infinite populations there is no significant variation from
the initial frequencies of R+ and R–, as predicted by
Maynard Smith [4]. The simulations, in all the figures,
have been extended up to 250 generations, which is suf
ficient to stabilize the frequencies of combinations and
R+ values.
With any timedependent variation of the value of s,
sex is neutral (Fig. 4), that is, any oscillating value of s
that is due to changing interactions between species can
not justify sex. This result must be stressed and deepened.
The Red Queen hypothesis rightly underlines the likely
concept that biotic factors are quantitatively more impor
tant selective forces compared to physical factors. The
Red Queen hypothesis is deduced from this concept (here
defined the “Red Queen concept”), which is probably
true considering the numberless interactions between dif
ferent species (for example, predator–prey, herbivore–
grass, parasite–host, host–commensal species, coopera
tive species, and competitors for the same resources) and
because in many cases these interactions cause oscillating
values for the selective pressures [5, 50, 51].
In contrast to the results for infinite populations, the
results for finite populations (described in the next sec
tion) show that sex is advantageous. However, this is in
relation to how finite and discrete a real population is, not
because of the biotic or physical character of selective
pressures or of the condition of oscillating values of any
advantage (s > 0) or disadvantage (s < 0). This should not
be interpreted as a negation or diminution of the “Red
Queen concept” but as a theoretical strong argument
against the Red Queen hypothesis.
If k > 1 (positive epistasis), sex is disadvantageous; if
k < 1 (negative epistasis), sex is advantageous. If D > 0
(positive linkage disequilibrium), sex is disadvantageous;
if D < 0 (negative linkage disequilibrium), sex is advanta
geous (see Supplement A to this paper on the site of the
journal (http://protein.bio.msu.ru/biokhimiya) and
Springer site (Link.springer.com)). However, in an
unlimited population, a justification for sex based on pre

B

Fig. 3. The model shows no advantage for sex in infinite populations in 2G case (A) and 3G case (B). The results of the model are greatly
altered by any possible modification of the formulas shown in Table 1 or Table 2, which always causes a strong prevalence of one of the two
conditions.
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B

Fig. 4. In the simulations of a 2G case (A) and a 3G case (B), s value oscillates from –0.1 to +0.1 every 150 generations. The model shows no
advantage for sex in infinite populations if there are oscillating values of s.

A

B

C

D

Fig. 5. 2G case, single simulations in finite populations. A) log10N = 2; B) log10N = 5; C) log10N = 6; D) log10N = 9. In the case (A), only
genetic drift determines the fluctuation of R+ and R– values. In the cases (B), (C), and (D), the prevalence of R+ or R– is determined by
the random antecedence of mutation onset in R+ or R–.

vailing conditions of negative epistasis or of negative link
age disequilibrium is unlikely.
In an infinite population, the results of the simula
tion model confirm the considerations obtained through
analytical arguments by various authors [24, 7274].
Results for a finite population. Examples of single
simulations are illustrated in Fig. 5. When N (the number
of individuals) is small, the simultaneous appearance of
two advantageous mutations is rare and sex cannot be
favored. The prevalence of R+ or R– is determined only
by genetic drift (that is, by chance).
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017

Figure 6 illustrates a series of simulations (1000 for
each point) with log10N varying from 1 to 12 and incre
ments of its value equal to 0.5. The mean (indicated by a
square) and standard deviation (SD) are reported for each
point and compared with another series of simulations
(indicated by the symbol x) in which R+ individuals are
not allowed to recombine. Each point is marked by an
asterisk if the results are significantly different (ttest for
two unpaired groups of data [75], p < 0.001).
In the 2G case, starting from values of log10N around
4, sex results to be generally favored, though often sex
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A

B

Fig. 6. The effects of recombination in finite populations in 2G case (A) and 3G case (B). In this and subsequent figures, if not otherwise spec
ified, the following conditions hold: u = w = 0.00001; s = 0.1; k = 1; and D = 0. The mean and standard deviation (SD) are reported for each
point. For the series of simulations with recombination, an asterisk indicates a significant difference (p < 0.001) for each point compared to
the corresponding point of simulations without recombination. In this and in subsequent figures, to avoid the superimposition of SD bars, the
symbols of the first and of the second series have been shifted slightly to the left and to the right, respectively. Also, the results are always those
obtained during the first runs of the simulations. (Repetitions of the simulation for each series gave results that were equivalent to those of the
first runs. However, these results have not replaced those of the first runs.)

A

B

Fig. 7. Effects of the variations of z in 2G case (A) and 3G case (B). The two series with z = 0 are the same as in Fig. 6 with recombination.
When z = 0.02, the advantage for R+ individuals is greatly reduced, and when z = 0.1, there is no advantage. In this and in the subsequent fig
ures, an asterisk or a cross indicate a significant difference (p < 0.001 and p < 0.01, respectively) for each point compared to the corresponding
point of simulations without recombination in Fig. 6, A and B.

loses. With values of log10N greater than 5.5, the advan
tage (difference between PR+,250 and 0.5) becomes pro
gressively smaller.
In the 3G case, the decline of sex advantage starts
from greater values of log10N and is much slower.

In Fig. 7, the series of simulations presented in Fig. 6
are compared with two other series of simulations in which
recombination is allowed for a fraction (z) of R– individu
als (see Supplement B to this paper on the site of the jour
nal (http://protein.bio.msu.ru/biokhimiya) and Springer
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017
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B

Fig. 8. Effects of the variations of d in 2G case (A) and 3G case (B). When there is an increase of d, there is a shift to the left in both sides of
the curve. The shift is proportional to log10Δd.

site (Link.springer.com) for the modifications of Eqs. (10)
(15) that are necessary when z > 0). Even when the values of
z are small, the advantage of R+ over R– individuals fades.
In Fig. 8, the population (now defined as metapopu
lation) is divided into d demes, each composed of N indi
viduals, with an interdemic interchange of individuals (f)
equal to 0.1 per generation. The results show that, in
terms of the advantage of sex, a metapopulation is equiv
alent to a single population of d·N individuals.
Disadvantage of sex. Sexual individuals suffer from
the disadvantages deriving from the search of a mate and
related to the coupling. “Amphimicts [that is, individuals
of sexual species] have one… handicap: they must be able
to find a mate, and this may be an expensive, risky and
timeconsuming process” ([5], p. 357). Courtship and
copulation take time and involve risks for life, which may
be considered a form of optional phenoptosis [76].
In some species, death during or after mating is
obligatory.
For example, sexual cannibalism “occurs in various
arthropod taxa” [77], in particular among insects, arach
nids and amphipods [78]. The males of Araneus, Argiope,
and Crytophria (species of arachnids) are killed by the
female during mating [79], and there are also cases of sex
ual cannibalism in copepods and gastropods [80]. The
phenomenon, which is a clear form of obligatory phenop
tosis [76] associated to mating, is considered adaptive
[77], because “Sexual cannibalism had direct and positive
effects on female fitness, as sexually cannibalistic females
exhibited increased fecundity irrespective of their size,
condition, and foraging rate. Male consumption was
almost complete and represented a relevant food intake to
females. We interpret sexual cannibalism as a strategic
foraging decision…” [81].
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017

In this work, these handicaps will be defined on the
whole as “disadvantage of sex” (DS). The existence of the
DS allows the definition of sex as a form of phenoptosis,
which is obligatory in some cases and optional in most
other cases, according to the definition of phenoptosis
proposed elsewhere [76].
It is important to consider the DS because it hinders
the spread of sex: clearly, if the DS is greater than the
advantage of sex, mixis cannot be favored by natural
selection.
The DS will be greater in severely disturbed habitats
and in conditions of rselection. As a matter of fact, in
severely disturbed habitats the search for a mate is too
expensive and risky. Likewise, in conditions of rselection
and in phases of exponential growth of population the
crucial factor is the swiftness of reproduction, and sex, a
“time consuming process” [5], is highly disadvantageous.
Given these considerations, Gerritson’s opinion that
DS is greater under conditions of low population density
[82] and, so “reproduction following longdistance dis
persal should be parthenogenetic” ([5], p. 357), perhaps
cannot be shared, because there is no severely disturbed
habitat. On the contrary, as a matter of fact “partheno
genetic insects… very often live in small patches of high
local population density” ([5], p. 357), which is a condi
tion of rselection.
A comparison between the empirical data and the
predictions of various hypotheses that attempt to explain
the evolutionary causes of sex is presented and discussed
in the next section. Before this comparison, it is worth
mentioning a popular topic that is a source of misunder
standings and incorrect conclusions.
The fact that “a copy of a given gene is certain to be
present in any asexual egg, but has only a 50% chance of
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occurring in any given sexual ovum” [5], has been
described as “cost of sex” [83], or “cost of meiosis” [3] or
“twofold selective advantage” of parthenogenesis [4].
This creates doubts about the possibility that the advan
tage of sex could overcome this enormous cost (50% at
each generation) to justify the existence of sex in evolu
tionary terms [84].
However, along these lines, for a man who produces
millions of spermatozoa every day and is only successful
in having with his partner a child with half of his genes
every few years, and similarly for the many species of ani
mals and plants that spread many eggs, spermatozoa, and
seeds while only few are fertilized, or fertilize, we should
speak of a “billionfold selective cost of sex”. This type of
reasoning would make unlikely to find for sex an evolu
tionary advantage of the same weight that could justify its
existence.
More accurately, the reasoning should compare the
quantity of resources invested with the number of suc
cessful offspring obtained.
It is easy to show that in the particular and very sim
ple case of isogamous species (that is, species with
gametes of equal size), the “cost of sex” does not exist.
Indeed, in the case of an isogamous species, if m is
the optimal size of a zygote, the production of a single
asexual zygote of m size has a cost proportional to m. This
cost is equal to the cost of two sexual gametes of size m/2
such that, when coupled with two other gametes of the
same size, the optimal size m for two zygotes is obtained.
In both cases, a gene has the same probability of being
present in a zygote (1 in the first case; 0.5 × 2 = 1 in the
second case).
This is true if the relationship between zygote size
and viability is linear. In fact, if we symbolize survival
with s, the relationship between zygote size and its viabil
ity can be expressed as m = AsB, where A and B are con
stants. In the model proposed by some authors [8587],
for isogamous species, when B = 1 (linear relationship
between zygote size and viability), the overall cost of sex
is zero; when B < 1, the cost of sex is > 0, and when B >
1, the cost of sex is < 0 [5]. This means that for isogamous
species, only in particular conditions (B < 1), there is a
cost of sex; in other conditions (B ≥ 1), the cost of sex is
an advantage or is nonexistent.
Therefore, in general, for isogamous species the cost
of sex is nonexistent, although in some particular cases
(when B ≠ 1), an advantage or a disadvantage could exist.
However, for most species there are many differences
between female and male individuals, and between their
roles and their investment of resources in sexual repro
duction, which must be considered as extreme forms of
anisogamy. If, in the evolution from isogamy to any form
of anisogamy, there are certainly advantages and disad
vantages caused by anisogamy, they are related to anisog
amy and not to sex in and of itself. For example, the phe
nomenon of “males with the exaggerated sexually select

ed characters [that] are more attractive to females” [88]
has been subject of much debate [8890], but this “hand
icap” [88] is clearly related to sexual differentiation and
not to sex in and of itself.
In any case, the critical factor is not simply the num
ber of DNA copies invested by each parent, but the ratio
between the amount of resources invested by the two par
ents and the number of successful offspring.
A comparative and experimental critique of the theo
ries (empirical evidence for the predictions of various the
ories). As a theory is sound or unsound according to
whether its predictions are confirmed or disproved by
empirical data, it is necessary to verify whether predic
tions of the “classic” hypothesis and of other hypotheses
about the evolutionary advantage of sexual reproduction
are confirmed or disproved by data from natural observa
tion.
In Table 3, the predictions of the “classic” hypothe
sis and those of three other hypotheses – BestMan (S3),
TangledBank (S5), and Red Queen (S6) – are compared
with the evidence from natural observations. The
hypotheses are investigated based on the expected trends
of the distribution in nature of sex and of some related
phenomena.
This section has the same name as Chapter 4 in
Bell’s book [5]. It also has similar aims; similar methods;
predictions for the BestMan, TangledBank, and Red
Queen hypotheses; and references to data from natural
observations. The predictions in Table 3 for S3, S5, and
S6 hypotheses are identical to those expounded by Bell;
however, in situations where there is an absence in Bell’s
opinion, a prediction has been proposed and a note has
been added to provide an explanation.
The predictions of the “classic” hypothesis (S1) may
be formulated by using one simple criterion: as the theo
ry and the simulation model show, sex is always advanta
geous except in small and isolated populations and when
the DS is important (for example, in severely disturbed
environments, with rselection, and in phases of expo
nential growth of population). Moreover, because the DS
does not exist in the context of recombination, there is no
correlation expected between certain phenomena of
recombination (achiasmy, chromosome number, and
crossingover frequency) and amphimixis or partheno
genesis.
In various cases, the predictions of the “classic”
hypothesis and those of other hypotheses coincide,
although the motivations are different (for example, pre
dictions of the “classic” hypothesis and those of the Red
Queen for “Correlation with different habitats”).
A noteworthy result is the strong correspondence
between predictions of the “classic” hypothesis and data
from natural observation.
The failure of the BestMan hypothesis (12 differ
ences in Table 3) is remarkable, and Bell’s negative opin
ion on this theory [5] must be shared.
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For the TangledBank and the Red Queen hypothe
ses, there are the incorrect predictions regarding correla
tions between certain recombination phenomena and
amphimixis or parthenogenesis (“Amphimixis is to
parthenogenesis as high rates of recombination are to
low; the correlates of low levels of recombination will
therefore be the same as the correlates of parthenogene
sis” [5]). This contradiction is described in more detail by
Bell in Chapter 5.2 [5]. In contrast, because for phenom
ena such as achiasmy, the crossingover frequency and the
number of chromosomes DS cannot exist, a correlation
between these phenomena and parthenogenesis is not
predicted by the “classic” hypothesis, which is in accor
dance with data from natural observation [5].
Moreover, for the TangledBank hypothesis, the pre
diction for parasitism is not completely adequate, as
described by Bell [5].
Regarding other theories that are not considered in
Table 3:
S2) Muller’s Ratchet hypothesis – This hypothesis
could only justify sex for small populations: “Muller’s
ratchet operates only in small or asexual populations …
harmful mutations are unlikely to become fixed in sexual
populations unless the effective population size is very
small” [29]. Therefore, this theory, which is not contra
dicted by the results reported in this paper, could inte
grate the “classic” theory;
S4) Hitchhiker hypothesis – An R+ gene could be
described as a gene that is advantageous because it hitch
hikes favorable genes that are better spread by its action.
The hitchhiker hypothesis could, therefore, be defined
as a different and indirect way of expounding the “clas
sic” theory;
S7) Historical hypothesis – This theory, which does
not justify the existence of sex, is refuted by the evidence
that sexual and asexual reproduction are influenced by
many conditions. However, there is value in considering it
not as a theory explaining sex but as an inertial factor that
restrains an easy passage from sexual to asexual reproduc
tion, or vice versa;
S8S10) These hypotheses make no prediction.
Williams proclaimed ([3], p. 14): “…the unlikelihood
of anyone ever finding a sufficiently powerful advantage
in sexual reproduction with broadly applicable models
that use only such general properties as mutation rates,
population sizes, selection coefficients, etc.”, and Ridley
wrote ([6], p. 29): “I asked John Maynard Smith, one of
the first people to pose the question ‘Why sex?’, whether
he still thought some new explanation was needed. ‘No.
We have the answers. We cannot agree on them, that is
all’”.
Perhaps, now Williams’ unlikelihood is a likelihood
and the uncertainty of Maynard Smith has been solved.
Based on theoretical arguments, the advantage of sex is
rationally explained by the “classic” theory in terms of
individual selection and by the use of only the “general
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017
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properties…”, which Williams considered necessary [3].
Moreover, if we consider the DS, it is possible to formu
late predictions about the trends of the diffusion of sexu
ality in nature and to confirm those trends using evidence
from natural observations.
Muller’s Ratchet hypothesis, if confirmed, could
reinforce and integrate the “classic” theory in the context
of small populations. The historical hypothesis deserves
attention as an inertial factor in the prediction of trends of
the diffusion of sex and related phenomena.
The concept that biotic factors – which often deter
mine oscillating s values – may be quantitatively more
important than physical factors in terms of the selective
forces that determine evolution (Red Queen concept),
the pivotal idea at the root of the Red Queen hypothesis,
is not contradictory to the “classic” theory, although it is
insufficient in and of itself to explain sex, and it should be
considered as an argument that reinforces the “classic”
hypothesis.
The “pluralist approach to sex and recombination”
[61] seems to be the correct solution to justify sex, but
with the condition that the “classic” theory is the trunk
with the main branches and some of the other theories
complete the tree.

AGING
About aging, here defined as “increasing mortality
with increasing chronological age in populations in the
wild” [91], there are many theories [9295], which can
primarily be classified in two broad groups based on
opposing paradigms:
– the first (“old paradigm”) interprets aging as the
cumulative and progressive effect of many damaging fac
tors that are insufficiently opposed by natural selection;
– the second (“new paradigm”) explains aging as a
physiological function that is determined by natural
selection in terms of supraindividual selection, but is
opposed by individual selection.
Within the old paradigm, there are the following
hypotheses:
O1) Cessation of somatic growth hypothesis. For this
old theory, when the growth shows no limit, as in many
lower vertebrates, the organism is always young and there
is no aging. On the contrary, for species with a fixed
growth, aging begins when the formation of new tissues
ends [96101].
O2) Damage accumulation hypothesis. This is a vast
group of old and new theories that explain aging as being
caused by the accumulation of various types of damage
(“wear and tear”; deteriorations in cell colloids; degener
ation of nervous or endocrine or vascular or connective
tissues; toxic metabolites; damaging substances produced
by gut bacteria; cosmic rays [92]; chemical damage due to
DNA transcription errors [94]; and oxidative effects by
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Table 3. Comparison between the predictions of four hypotheses on the evolutionary causes of sex and data obtained
from natural observations (expected trends of prevalence of sex or asexual forms). Page numbers refer to Bell’s book [5]
Predictions based on

1

Data from
natural
observation

(S3)
BestMan
hypothesis

(S5)
TangledBank
hypothesis

(S6)
Red Queen
hypothesis

(S1)
Classic
hypothesis
(Fisher−
Muller)

2

3

4

5

6

Part 1: Interspecific comparisons
Correlation with different habitats (pp. 359365)
Freshwater, higher latitudes, severely
disturbed environments, rselection,
ecological periphery of a species range,
novel habitats, recently glaciated areas,
xeric environments

S (p. 359, 364)

A (p. 359, 364)

А1

А2

A (p. 359)

Ocean, lower latitudes, constant envi
ronments, Kselection, ecological center
of a species range, ancient habitats,
unglaciated areas, nonxeric environ
ments

А (p. 359, 364)

S (p. 359, 364)

S3

S4

S (p. 359)

Other conditions (pp. 378383 and 364)
Parasitism

Very small soma size
Large soma size

the same as
observed in
nature
(pp. 378383)

S (p. 364)
A (p. 364)

the same as
observed in
nature but T.
is expected
not rare
(pp. 378383)

the same as
observed in
nature
(pp. 378383)

the same as
observed in
nature5

S whenever
possible, T.
extremely
rare, more
common in
freeliving
form (pp.
378383)

–

A1

A2

A (p. 364)

–

3

4

S (p. 364)

S

S

Recombination (pp. 411436)
Correlation between achiasmy and
ocean, lower latitudes, constant
environment, Kselection

expected negative
(p. 433)

expected
positive
(p. 433)

expected
positive
(p. 433)

not expected6

not found
(pp. 411
435)

Correlation between chromosome
number and sexual reproduction

expected negative
(p. 433)

expected
positive
(p. 433)

expected
positive
(p. 433)

not expected6

not found
(pp. 411
435)

Correlation between crossingover
frequency and sexual reproduction

expected negative
(p. 433)

expected
positive
(p. 433)

expected
positive
(p. 433)

not expected6

not found
(pp. 411
435)

Part 2: Intraspecific comparisons
Intermittent sexuality (pp. 365370)
During growing season (exponential
growth of population)

A (p. 365)

– (p. 367)

–

A2

A (p. 368)
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Table 3 (Contd.)
1

2

3

4

5

S (pp. 365366)

– (p. 367)

–

–

At times of minimal population density

S (p. 368)

A (p. 367)

A1

A2

A (p. 367)

At times of high population density

A (p. 368)

S (p. 367)

S

S4

S (p. 367)

–

–

not related
(pp. 370
371)

Before climatic changes

6
not related
(p. 367)

Elicitation of sex in laboratory (pp. 370371)
Signals of a change in environment

Crowding and starvation in constant
conditions

sex elicited
(p. 370)
–

–

sex elicited
(p. 371)

sex elicited3

sex elicited4

sex elicited
(pp. 370
371)

Dispersal and dormancy (pp. 371777)
Actively dispersing stage

Dormant stage

S (p. 371)

S (for most Best
Man models)
(p. 377)

S (with some
reservation)
(p. 371)
S/A (p. 377)

–

–

S7

S7 (A if the
change of
environment
conditions is
abrupt8)

S (pp. 373)

S/A (pp. 371
377)

1

Because of a smaller interspecific competition.
Because of a greater DS.
3
Because of a greater interspecific competition.
4
Because of a smaller DS.
5
As DS is likely to be small during the parasitic phase and great during the freeliving phase.
6
As there is likely no related DS difference.
7
There is no reason to suppose a greater DS.
8
With an abrupt change of environment conditions a greater DS is likely.
2

Totals:

(S3)
BestMan
hypothesis

(S5)
TangledBank
hypothesis

(S6)
Red Queen
hypothesis

(S1)
Classic
hypothesis

differences

12

4

3

0

no prediction

1

5

5

2

concordances

3

7

8

14

Notes: S = sexual; A = asexual; – no prediction; DS = disadvantage of sex; T. = thelytoky (a rare type of parthenogenesis in which females are pro
duced from unfertilized eggs).

free radicals on the whole body [102105], on the DNA
[94, 106], or on the mitochondria [107110]).
O3) Mutation accumulation hypothesis. Aging is
caused by many noxious genes that are insufficiently
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017

removed by natural selection because they manifest their
actions late in life [111115].
O4) Antagonistic pleiotropy hypothesis. Hypothetical
pleiotropic genes, which are advantageous in younger
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ages and disadvantageous in older ages, are insufficiently
eliminated by natural selection and cause a progressive
decline in fitness [116, 117].
O5) Disposable soma hypothesis. It is assumed that
the organism has limited resources, which are not well
defined. Therefore, natural selection must divide them
between the necessities of reproductive capacity and
those of the maintenance systems, and the maintenance
at older ages is sacrificed [118, 119].
O6) Quasiprogrammed aging hypothesis [120]. This
theory is a variation of the preceding hypothesis: “nature
blindly selects for shortterm benefits of robust develop
mental growth … aging is a wasteful and aimless continu
ation of developmental growth” [121].
O7) Historical hypothesis. In an analogy with the his
torical hypothesis for sex, a species could be more or less
precociously aging, or even nonaging, if it belongs to a
group of species, or to a phylum, where there is the same
condition [122].
The following hypotheses are within the new para
digm:
N1) Aging as phenoptotic phenomenon. Aging appears
to be under genetic determination and modulation,
which means it must somehow be adaptive [123126].
Aging is a particular type of a wellknown group of phe
nomena [127], for which the neologism “phenoptosis”
was coined [123], which defines the cases when an indi
vidual sacrifices itself, or its siblings, obligatorily or
potentially, by mechanisms that are favored by natural
selection at a supraindividual level [76, 123, 128].
N2) Aging is useful because it frees space for the next gen
eration. Wallace, the coauthor of the first paper on evolution
by natural selection, proposed that aging was favored by
selection because predeceasing individuals do not compete
with their offspring [129, 130]. Likewise, Weismann sug
gested (without any evidence) that aging is favored by evo
lution as the death of old individuals frees space for the next
generation and that this was useful for accelerating evolu
tion [17]; however, he later repudiated this idea [131, 132].
N3) Aging as increasing evolvability factor hypothesis.
Following Weismann’s suggestion, aging is considered as
favored by natural selection because it increases the speed
and so the potentiality of evolution, or evolvability [133,
134].
N4) Red Queen hypothesis for aging. A proposed
explanation for aging is that it would limit the spread of
diseases caused by other living beings, an idea that is anal
ogous to Red Queen hypothesis for sex [135], which is
popular, but which appears to be untenable as shown by
the simulation model and the evidence presented in the
preceding section.
N5) Aging as caused by mitochondrial oxidative sub
stances hypothesis. Mitochondrial reactive oxygen species
(ROS) are thought to be the pivotal cause of aging, which
is explained as a phenomenon that is favored by natural
selection [130, 136, 137].

N6) “Chronomeres” and “printomeres” hypothesis.
Hypothetical “chronomeres” and “printomeres” have
been proposed as pivotal parts of programmed aging
mechanisms [138, 139].
N7) Aging as an accelerating factor of
evolution hypothesis. In 1961, Leopold, a botanist, again
posed Weismann’s suggestion that aging accelerates the
generation turnover and therefore favors evolution: “… in
plants senescence is a catalyst for evolutionary adaptabil
ity” [140]. In 1983 and later, starting from the observation
that an increase in the advantage (S) of a gene or an
equivalent reduction of the mean duration of life (ML)
have the same effect on the spread of a gene within a
species (Fig. 9), the advantage of aging in spatially struc
tured populations and in terms of kin selection was pro
posed [91, 141145]. An analogous idea of the advantage
of aging in spatially structured populations was later pro
posed using complex models [146148]. However, the
first model is much simpler and easier to understand.
That model maintains that a gene C that determines a
shorter ML is favored when:
n

Σ [r S (1/ML
x

C

– 1)] > S' ,

(16)

x= 1

where MLC = shorter ML of the individuals with C (while
the individuals with the neutral allele C′ have MLC’ = 1);
Sx = advantage of an x allele that is spreading within the
species; m = number of alleles that are spreading within
the species; r = relationship coefficient between the indi
vidual that dies by action of C and the substituting indi
vidual; S′ = advantage of the greater ML of the individu
als with the neutral allele C′.
If the m alleles that are spreading within the species
have a mean advantage of Sm, the formula (16) becomes:
m r Sm (1/MLC – 1) > S′,

(17)

which has been used for Fig. 10.
If C is a harmful gene (S < 0) instead of a favorable
gene (S > 0), the same mechanism illustrated by formulas
(16) and (17) causes a quicker elimination of C.
It is necessary to highlight that formulas (16) and
(17) are equivalent to formula (10) used in the original
work [91]:
r S (1/VC – 1) > S′, that is, r S (1/MLC – 1) > S′,
where it was “hypothesized S » S′, since S sums up the
advantages of the m genes that are spreading within the
species”. By disregarding this essential specification,
which is now included in the formulas, the model has
been wrongly considered as unlikely [149].
It is possible to highlight some common predictions
for the hypotheses of the new paradigm: (i) possible exis
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017
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Fig. 9. The figure on the left depicts the spread of gene C according to the variation of S, if ML is constant. The figure on the right depicts the
spread of gene C according to the variation of ML, if S is constant. The simulation programs for Figs. 8 and 9 are available in the supplemen
tary materials (see Supplement A to this paper on the site of the journal (http://protein.bio.msu.ru/biokhimiya).

tence of nonaging species; (ii) in the comparison among
different species, an inverse relationship between extrin
sic mortality and ML reduction caused by senescence
(Ricklefs’ Ps, or proportion of senescent deaths [150]);
and (iii) existence of specific, genetically determined and
modulated, mechanisms that cause aging [143].
The arguments and the evidence that are in support
of or against the old and the new paradigm have been dis
cussed in another publication [95] and, for brevity, will
not be repeated here. However, considering that work and
adding the evaluation of the Historical hypothesis (O7), it
is easily possible to organize Table 4 to show the correla
tions of the predictions of various hypotheses (O1O7,
N7) with empirical data or theoretical arguments. The
other hypotheses are not considered in the table for the
following reasons:
N1) Aging as phenoptotic phenomenon – is the main
concept of the new paradigm, but is not a specific
hypothesis;
N2) Aging is useful because it frees space for the next
generation – may be considered an old and not a well
defined formulation of N7;
N3) Aging as increasing evolvability factor hypothesis.
If aging accelerates the turnover of generations, this
would increase the speed and the potentiality of evolu
tion, that is, the evolvability. However, the proposed effect
of aging should not be interpreted as the cause of it. For
each function, it is correct to search for its meaning
(teleonomy), but it is wrong to attribute a finalistic aim to
this meaning (teleology). In other words, N3 should be
considered a very important comment on the effects of
aging and not a hypothesis about the evolutionary cause
of aging;
N4 (Red Queen hypothesis for aging), N5 (Aging as
caused by mitochondrial oxidative substances hypothesis),
and N6 (“Chronomeres” and “printomeres” hypothesis)
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017

do not appear to give specific predictions that can be
tested.
Table 4 shows that the predictions of N7 appear to be in
total concordance with empirical data and theoretical argu
ments, while all the other hypotheses have not been proven
true. Only the old Cessation of somatic growth hypothesis (O1)
and the Historical hypothesis (O7) show a partial match with
empirical data, and appear less contradicted by empirical
data than the three theories (O2, O3, and O4) currently pre
sented as the solid scientific explanation of aging.
Comparison between sex and aging. Despite the large
differences between sex and aging, there are several simi
larities that are worth highlighting.
Neither phenomena are favored by natural selection
in populations that are numerically unlimited. Similarly,
in conditions where there is high mortality and the need

Fig. 10. The spread or elimination of gene C that determines a
reduced ML (MLC = 0.7). The value of C at generation 0 is equal
to 0.1; Sm = 0.01; m = 600; S′ = 0.2. The values of r are indicated
near each curve.
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for rapid reproduction (mostly definable as conditions of
rselection), the disadvantages that are inherent to each
of the two phenomena are greater. Therefore, species that
reproduce asexually and species that do not age are pre
dicted and exist.
Regarding sex, there are species that may alternate
sexual and asexual phases, and the second alternative is
preferred in rselection conditions. For aging, there are not
species with similar alternation of phases; however, under
particular conditions (for example, caloric restriction),
individuals of aging species appear to slow the aging
process [151157], a phenomenon that is incompatible
with the theories that interpret aging as due to the action of
damaging factors that are more or less effectively opposed.
To understand the evolutionary dynamic of both sex
and aging, an analysis in terms of supraindividual selec
tion is required.
Both phenomena increase the evolutionary potential
of a species, that is, the evolvability. However, this is

accomplished by two different mechanisms: sex acceler
ates the achievement of the best genetic combinations,
while aging accelerates the spreading of favorable genes
and the elimination of harmful genes. In any case, the
greater evolvability must not be described as the factor
that determines the evolution of the two phenomena: a
greater evolvability is the effect and not the cause of the
supraindividual selective mechanisms, which at each
generation favor the genes determining sex or aging.
Regarding aging and sex as phenoptotic phenomena,
there are the following conclusions:
– aging is a type of obligatory phenoptosis. It is a
particular type of phenoptosis with a slow and progressive
fitness decline and is therefore defined as “slow phenop
tosis” [158];
– in general, sex does not imply obligatory death, but
reduces the fitness as a consequence of the dangers
caused by partner search, courtship, and mating. Most of
the reduction in fitness is connected not so much to the

Table 4. Correlations between empirical data or theoretical arguments and the predictions of various hypotheses
Theory

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

O6

O7

N7

1) Absence of aging in many species

Y

N/–

N/–

N/–

N/–

N/–

Y

Y

2) Great variation of aging rates among aging species

Y

N/–

N/–

N/–

N/–

N/–

Y

Y

3) Effects of caloric restriction on lifespan

–

–

–

–

N

–

–

Y

4) Damage of aging for the senescing individual, but its advantage
in terms of supraindividual selection

–

N

N

N

N

N

–

Y

5) Existence of agerelated fitness decline under natural conditions

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

6) In the comparison among different species, ML reduction caused
by deaths due to intrinsic mortality (Ps) inversely proportional
to extrinsic mortality

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

7) Impossibility of explaining agerelated fitness decline
as a consequence of genes that are harmful at a certain age

–

–

N

–

–

–

–

Y

8) Agerelated progressive decline of cell turnover capacities

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

9) Gradual cell senescence

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

10) Cell senescence (replicative senescence and gradual cell
senescence to the highest degree)

Notes: O1 = Cessation of somatic growth h.; O2 = Damage accumulation h.; O3 = Mutation accumulation h.; O4 = Antagonistic pleiotropy h.; O5 =
Disposable soma h.; O6 = Quasiprogrammed ageing h.; O7 = Historical h.; N7 = Aging as accelerating factor of evolution h.; N = not explained
or predicted by the hypothesis or in contrast with its predictions; – = irrelevant for the purpose of accepting or rejecting the hypothesis;
Y = predicted by the hypothesis or compatible with it.

Total

N

4

6

7

6

7

6

4

0

N/–

0

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

–

3

2

1

2

1

2

3

0

Y

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

10
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Table 5. Similarities and differences between sex and aging
Sex

Aging

It is favored by natural selection because, in numerically
finite populations, it allows the easier achievement
of advantageous genetic combinations

It is favored by natural selection because, in numerically finite
populations separated into demes, it allows a faster spreading of
favorable genes and a faster elimination of harmful genes

It is not favored in numerically unlimited populations

It is not favored in numerically unlimited populations

It is favored under conditions of Kselection

It is favored under conditions of Kselection

For species that may alternate sexual and asexual phases,
rselection conditions favor the asexual stages

Under certain adverse conditions (for example, caloric
restriction), it is possible to observe a reduction in the rate
of aging

By comparing similar species, some with sexual reproduction
and others with asexual reproduction, asexual species are
favored under rselection conditions

By comparing similar species, a greater environmental mortality
favors a delay of aging or nonaging species

It increases the socalled evolvability

It increases the socalled evolvability

Its advantage is evident only in terms of supraindividual
selection

Its advantage is evident only in terms of supraindividual
selection

It involves disadvantages that imply an increase in mortality,
so it is classifiable as optional phenoptosis. Moreover, in some
cases connected with the sexual differentiation, obligatory
phenoptosis occurs

It involves a progressive increase in mortality and therefore is a
phenomenon classifiable as obligatory phenoptosis, subtype slow
(“slow phenoptosis”) [76, 158]

Many species do not have sexual reproduction or have
alternative forms of amphimixis [5]

Aging is not universal. In an overall assessment of all living
species, aging, although common in vertebrates, is shown only
by a minority of the living species [159, 160]

sex itself, but to sexual differentiation. In some cases, sex
ual differentiation involves the sacrifice of one of the part
ners at the time of mating, after mating, or at the time of
reproduction. Therefore, in general, sex can be classified
as optional phenoptosis, although there are cases of oblig
atory phenoptosis.
The similarities and differences between sex and
aging are summarized in Table 5.
Both sex and aging are sometimes described as bio
logical mysteries regarding their evolutionary justifica
tion.
However, if we analyze both phenomena in terms of
supraindividual selection, a type of analysis that is
absolutely necessary for any phenoptotic phenomenon,
the advantages and disadvantages of the two phenomena
become much clearer. The analysis of their advantages (in
particular, in terms of supraindividual selection), togeth
er with the analysis of their disadvantages (in particular, at
the individual level), may enable predictions about the
conditions under which each of the two phenomena is
favored or opposed by natural selection. These predic
tions, in the general evaluations of this review, appear to
be fully supported by empirical evidence.
Another element that derives from the analysis in
terms of supraindividual selection is that the cases of
individual sacrifice (that is, the cases of phenoptosis), in
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 82 No. 12 2017

their various forms for sex or aging (obligatory and slow,
optional, obligatory and rapid), appear to be normal phe
nomena rather than anomalies that require explanations
as strange exceptions.
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